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zSeries-LINUX Integration
Holds Promise as a Growth

Model in Deployment
By  Ma r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

NOT
too many years ago, the zSeries
and Linux were philosophically

opposed systems positioning for critical roles
in enterprise computing. Now, most IT depart-
ments have a working understanding of each,
and the roles each does best.

This article reviews investments IBM has
made in the zSeries platform that allow the
zSeries to easily “reach out” to Linux, extend-
ing the industrial-strength capabilities of
mainframe computing at a fraction of the cost.
Fresh approaches using zSeries z/VM give
enterprises new abilities to realign applica-
tions, strengthen distributed networks, add
server capabilities and consolidate server
holdings. The goals are reduced cost to deploy,
fuller resource utilization, higher reliability
and uptime, and reduced demand on IT tech-
nical staff for routine operations.

THE LINUX VALUE
PROPOSITION

Organizations have steadily migrated office-
based and non-transactionally intensive appli-
cations to Linux because of its free and open
systems and the commodity pricing on Linux
servers. Without breaking the budget, IT can
install a Linux server to meet an anticipated
demand. Deployment can be relatively
straightforward, but it isn’t always that way.
Each server installed on the corporate network
must be independently configured, tested and
deployed. Sometimes resource balancing

needs to occur on the network to accommodate
a new application and server. Nevertheless, a
Linux solution is very scalable. It can operate
in an on-demand environment. Since that
demand is generally application-oriented, the
addition of a new Linux server and application
can immediately be perceived as a specific and
tangible benefit by business decision-makers.

Linux deployment is fast and it is inexpen-
sive. There are no operating system licensing
agreements to pay for, and servers can be pur-
chased on the open market at least cost. This
has the effect of reducing the total cost of
ownership (TCO) in both IT’s and upper man-
agement’s eyes. Down the stretch, if IT wishes
to link Linux servers together in a grid envi-
ronment that shares resources and levels loads,
there is every opportunity to do so, assuming
that the “cement” that ties all of the servers
and applications together in a shared resource
environment can meet the challenge.

This is where the zSeries comes in. zSeries
resource management systems can orchestrate
any number of Linux servers and applications,
as well as the zSeries’ own daily transaction
processing demands. The conduit into the
zSeries for Linux is z/VM.

LINUX/ZOS INTEGRATION

Best of breed zSeries-Linux collaboration
is achieved via utilization of three primary
zSeries facilities: z/VM, zAAPs, and
Workload Manager.

Virtualization of Linux Deployment
with z/VM

With z/VM, the zSeries is able to generate
logical representations of physically distrib-
uted applications and servers on a single
machine (the zSeries). Here is how it works:

Logical partitions (LPARs) for Linux servers
and applications are set up and defined on the
zSeries. In turn, these LPARs are populated with
IFL (The Integrated Facility for Linux) process-
ing units that run only Linux or z/VM. These
IFLs can be shared by multiple LPARs if the
LPARs are running Linux or z/VM, but an LPAR
cannot contain a mix of both IFLs and zSeries
central processors. In this scheme, each physical
Linux server and application operates and is seen
as a logical Linux image on the zSeries that can
be managed and administered from the z.

With zSeries z/VM “virtualization” of Linux,
a population of “virtual servers” can be defined
on a single zSeries platform—and can elimi-
nate many physical Linux servers as it simpli-
fies the IT computing environment. This is a
tremendous aid in server consolidation, a task
that many enterprises are actively engaged in.

z/VM’s ability to recreate physical sys-
tems and networks logically within the z
allows sites to manage multiple priorities.
Each virtual server instance constitutes a
system image, and these system images can
be run instantly on the zSeries. It is also very
easy to replicate virtual system instances.
This simplifies the job for technical sup-
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port—and can even be extended for end to
end LAN management.

When LANs are made “virtual,” ports can
interact with each other, and the LANs can run
on the same symmetrical memory fabric in the
same physical box. This allows the site to min-
imize latency, since there is no ethernet
involved. It also creates a monolithic target
environment for deployment that can yield
Quality of Service (QoS) results which cannot
be achieved in distributed computing, with its
heterogeneous servers and networks.

Reduced Processing Costs with zAAPs
Since many Linux-based applications are

Java-based, the zSeries also has a reduced cost
processing alternative for Java.

For the purpose of processing Java instruc-
tions without invoking more costly central
processors (CPs), IBM developed the zAAP
(zSeries Application Assist Processor) to
offload Java instruction processing from tradi-
tional zSeries processors. With zAAPs, there
are no software upcharges or other additional
expenses being charged to sites for zAAP uti-
lization. This lowers TCO.

You can have as many zAAPs as your server
can support. IBM has indicated that it is still
early for production workload standards, but
the expectation is that a site might be able to
offload half of its Java instructions to zAAPs.

Managing Heterogeneous Networks,
Servers and Applications “in a box”
with zSeries Workload Manager (WLM)

Whether you are deploying standard or
Linux applications in an LPAR, zSeries
Workload Manager can work across all of
these environments. It can dynamically repri-
oritize work in multiple containers to allow
databases and subsystems to meet various
service class goals—and it can allocate and
deallocate resources automatically.

OPTIMIZING A ZSERIES-LINUX
ENVIRONMENT

Whether Linux applications and servers are
physical or logical, preliminary network and
application analyses are still required. At the
most basic level are the fundamental decision
points of which applications and computing
niches are best suited to Linux—and which
are best suited to the zSeries.

The zSeries reputation over the years has
been built on industrial strength transaction
processing in a secure, highly sophisticated
system environment. The mainframe is also

the resting place of the most critical transac-
tion-oriented applications in the enterprise.

Linux, on the other hand, has been used to
house less transactionally intensive applica-
tions, such as decision support and analysis
systems. Linux has offered an open and inex-
pensive solution that organizations have added
to the IT mix to assist with business competi-
tiveness. It comes as no surprise that Linux
provides ideal capacity extension for applica-
tions that do not demand the highest levels of
quality of service, but that can benefit from
inexpensive utilization.

To summarize, there is a basic “rule of
thumb” for planning: high- transaction
throughput, high reliability and high quality of
service applications are best suited to the
mainframe environment. Lower transaction
throughput, fluctuating demand and inexpen-
sive deployment are the strengths of Linux. As
apparent as this might be, many sites have yet
to perform a total audit of all of the software
that is running on their networks, and whether
this software is running where it should be.
Ideally, this should be the first step in planning
before new deployment strategies are enacted.

Industry experience suggests the following:
zSeries Applications

▼ QoS and transaction-intensive software;
▼ Mission-critical legacy software;
▼ Transactional databases; and
▼ High reliability and security.

Linux Applications

▼ Decision support and business
intelligence;

▼ Serving for Web, files, prints,
applications, proxy servers, domain
name servers, firewalls and mail servers;

▼ Line of business (LOB) servers with
specialized applications;

▼ Third party end business software;
▼ Websphere and Java applet serving; and
▼ Horizontal scalability and parallel

performance that is inexpensive.

EXAMPLES OF ZSERIES LINUX
APPLICATIONS

zSeries-Linux collaboration has yet to be
fully exploited, but here are several examples
of zSeries-Linux integration that are achieved
by migrating physical Linux servers and appli-
cations to logical representations within the
zSeries through the use of z/VM:

Mail Serving
Transaction volume for internal email is

characterized by peaks and valleys in
demand—and also by multiple servers that
separately address firewalls, failover, backup
and directory services. These servers have typ-
ically been deployed in a distributed network
with separate hardware, communications,
operating systems and applications. Each indi-
vidual server on the network has its own disk
storage, and if transaction volume requires
more disk, the disk is added. This same disk
sits idle during off-peak times.

As an alternative to a physical Linux net-
work with many physical replications of
servers, hardware and software, a zSeries
Linux “virtual” network can be deployed by
using z/VM. This places instances of Linux
in a secure zSeries environment that benefits
from zSeries memory speeds, which are
faster than those afforded in traditional phys-
ical network environments. Applications,
operating systems and hardware can be
maintained at a single point, and not at every
single physical server. Disk can also be
shared by all servers on demand, which
yields superior resource utilization.

Enterprise Application Deployment
By grouping LPARS and assigning IFLs to

LPARs in a z/VM environment, it is possible
to establish a separate “virtual” production
environment for an enterprise application, and
a separate “virtual” test area for the same.
These z/OS LPARs act as database servers
without a need for an external network. Within
one platform, new “virtual” systems can rap-
idly be created and/or replicated for excep-
tional failover capability.

Network Server Expansion
Enterprises increment their server popula-

tions based upon internal actual or forecasted
demand. This incrementation is generally
accomplished by purchasing, configuring, test-
ing and deploying physical equipment on the
network. By using z/VM, Linux-based servers
can be logically created in an LPAR in minutes.

Server Consolidation
Multiple distributed servers require ongo-

ing physical maintenance, and are not always
optimized in their processing. Some enter-
prises have begun systematic server consoli-
dations by reducing the number of servers on
the network. One method of consolidation is
Linux server virtualization in the zSeries
z/VM environment.
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IBM’S POSITION ON LINUX

IBM sees the value of incorporating Linux
in the zSeries, and of leveraging zSeries
capabilities over portions of IT applications
that never were able to benefit from these
capabilities before. To make the proposition
attractive to sites, however, IBM has had to
deliver in the areas of product availability in
this mixed environment; an attractive TCO
that can readily demonstrate return on
investment and reduced costs; and concen-
trated research and development which
demonstrates future commitment.

There is persistent effort at IBM to make
more and more IBM products available for use
with Linux on the zSeries. These applications
include virtually all DB2 products, IMS,
Informix, Tivoli and Websphere. IBM also
maintains active business partnerships with
Linux providers SuSE and Red Hat. The
zSeries additionally accommodates the opera-
tion of UnitedLinux 1.0, or of internally built
Linux systems.

In the area of software licensing, charges
for IFL and zAAP processors are dramati-
cally reduced from those of a standard
zSeries processor. The goals are to reduce
cost of deployment, to make the deployment
benefit immediately visible on the organiza-
tion’s “bottom line,” and to encourage sites
to integrate system resources by using the
zSeries as an integration and resource man-
agement pivot point.

The zSeries-Linux collaboration also fits
directly into IBM’s research and development
in the areas of autonomic and grid computing.
Linux logical representations of servers and
applications can be easily configured on the
zSeries—and the zSeries environment pro-
vides for self-healing, self-configuring, self-
allocating, failover and disaster recovery
resources. This closely matches the require-
ments of grid computing.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

zSeries-Linux collaboration offers enor-
mous opportunities for sites to consolidate
their servers; reduce operating costs; and
improve reliability, resource utilization and
failover. However, this collaboration is still in
its early and experimental stages.

IT departments contemplating an integrated
zSeries-Linux strategy should consider these
key points:

Know what your network direction is.
Much of today’s “distributed” computing

came about because of what seemed to be
inexpensive, quick-to-market applications and
servers—which in turn have complicated IT
architectures. A zSeries-Linux collaboration
that reduces the number of physical servers
and applications can remedy this, but you have
to assess your network and know where the
changes can be best applied.

Take a look at enterprise security, resource
utilization and staffing. A zSeries-Linux col-
laboration can benefit all of these areas, but it
will change your present working environ-
ment. This could involve staff reassignments,
and the development of new policies, proce-
dures and QoS benchmarks and metrics.

Review Costs. IBM’s inexpensive licens-
ing arrangements for Linux and Java-based
applications present a new and potentially
reduced TCO that now has to be worked in to
zSeries cost data that is being used for budgets
and chargebacks.

Work for Management Buy-in. Never
underestimate the sales job to upper manage-
ment. Most of them have inexpensive com-
puters at home, and will find it hard at first
to imagine how consolidation of servers onto
a mainframe platform could be cheaper and
better. The value proposition has to be
clearly explained to them in plain English—
and readily demonstrable in ROI tracking
and results.  
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